
 

Mind Matters 

Kids Game & Puzzle Entertainment 

Time: 1.5-2 hrs of play time 

What is the concept: Entertainment includes great wooden games and puzzles that test children’s’ skills 

in numerous ways.  These activities allow kids the ability to be entertained in a friendly but competitive 

manner ensuring great fun is had by all participants. 

Games include: 

 Dizzy Maze-players have a wooden maze with marbles and have to get the marbles to the end 

of the maze 

 Tower of Disa-object is to build up a tower with sticks without the structure crumbling to the 

floor as you build 

 The Dog Puzzle- players use all the necessary pieces to ensure that their dog is fully assembled 

 The Ghost Tower- there are three pieces on each level and participants must figure out which 

pieces work together to get the the tower fully erected 

 Holey Moley- object of the game is to make the corks level. Key is all corks aren’t level and 

neither is the foundation on which they rest. Corks must be put in the right order to ensure that 

they all look level  in the end. 

 Horse Race- players race horses around the track, however, the track has a number of holes and 

the participants must try to get their horses safely to the finish line. 

 Log Jam-eight log elements must be fit together to finish the puzzle. Seems not too hard at the 

start but it is the eighth log that will surely not be able to fit unless the dynamics are right 

 Ludo- players battle in our great wooden version of the classic ludo puzzle. 

 Shapeshifter- object of this puzzle is to ensure that the snake is turned into a square. Puzzle 

rotates and different ends. Trick is to follow it through. 

 Shut the Box- great dice game where participants need to get the lowest score possible to 

ensure victory 

 Soccer Ball Puzzle- soccer puzzle comes in a couple of pieces and object is to get these pieces to 

fit so that the soccer ball can be whole once again 

 Tangram – this puzzle allows for many shapes to be made so participants must look on to see 

which shapes they must achieve 

 Tic-Tac-Toe- wooden version of classic tic tac toe 

 Train Pull Toy- train has a couple cars and object is to move train to finish first 

 Walking Turtle Toy and Walking Duck Toy- turtle and duck toys are walked down a plank where 

the fastest one wins 



 Woodie Man- woddie can change positions in a number of ways and participants must look on 

at the instructor to see which poses they must complete 

 

GAMES INCLUDE: 

 

 

 

 

 

Games will be played in groups and scores will be taken to encourage participation and excitement!! 

We look forward to making your next kid’s party something special……. :) 

Please email us at MindMattersTT@gmail.com or call us at 708 9664. 
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